100 Things to See in a City
d% Sight

d% Sight

01 Woman in a jester costume decorated with skulls is
juggling flaming batons.

23 A flower shop with a sign that reads "See the world's
largest carnivorous plant! 1 sp"

02 Burly orc wearing red padded armour & lacquered
wood slats, armed with strange, curved swords.

24 Two bards having a musical duel.

03 Two kobolds atop each other in a trench coat and hat
asking directions to the nearest "Trap Store"
04 The windows of a house burst as flames erupt from
inside. The front door opens and a person on fire runs
our screaming about a "portal in the kitchen".
05 A statue of a boy sits cross-legged in front of a shop.
Passers-by toss coins in to the statue's lap.
06 Two squealing children trundle past in a wagon that
doesn't appear to be pulled or propelled by anything.
The words "Arcane Flyer" are painted on the side.
07 A gnome stands painting on a large canvas, his eyes
glowing blur. The image on the canvas does not look
anything like what is in front of him.
08 A horse and wagon careen down the street, spilling
casks of oil that crash open on the road.

25 A goblin in servant's livery argues with an elderly
shopkeep over the cost of groceries.
26 A sudden rain of frogs confined only to a side street.
Most of the frogs die, some hop away.
27 Two children in rags beg for food or spare change.
One of them has crutches, the other has an eye patch.
28 A humanoid in a cloak runs along the rooftops,
jumping from building to building.
29 A food cart run by a halfling with a dirt apron sings
opera, and sells "Roast Rat".
30 A group of drunken, rowdy adventurers carousing in
the street.
31 Three elves in ambassadors' robes stand at a corner
taking notes.
32 Street lamps flickering on and off every 30 seconds.

09 A pile of garbage including an old desk, a broken
lantern, and a crate of old books.

33 Strange chalk markings on lamp posts, walls, and
doors along the street.

10 A bar brawl spills out in to the street. One of the
combatants appears to be made of ice.

34 A cart full of livestock with a broken axel and a
defeated-looking farmer.

11 A tiefling in ragged clothes tries to hand out
pamphlets while singing a dirge.

35 A glowing portal suddenly opens and a naked
humanoid stumbles out shivering & covered in snow.

12 A sewer cover explodes into the air. Four gnomes in
full battle gear and wearing strange goggles jump out
and declare that they are here to take over the city.

36 A merchant selling colourful neckties they claim are
magical.

13 A naked halfling lies unconscious in the street next to
an empty wine cask. Passers-by don't seem to give
any notice.

38 A parade travelling along a cross street passes you at
an intersection.

14 A man and woman dressed in very expensive clothes
walk arm in arm. The woman leads an alligator,
wearing a small top hat, by a jeweled leash.
15 An eagle swoops down and snatches up a small, yappy
dog from its owners arms.
16 A third floor window opens, and a woman dumps out
a bucket full of urine and feces on to the street below.
17 A dice game in an alleyway involving a goblin, two
humans, and a tiefling wearing a pointy hat with stars
on it.
18 Two dogs fight over a bone that looks humanoid, and
still bears some fresh meat.
19 A crowd has gathered around a small stage with gold
and red curtains as music begins to swell and
everyone waits with anticipation for some show to
start.
20 A wooden marionet runs by.
21 A dwarf in armour that appears to be made of glossy
black dragon scales.
22 A small box painted in garish colours is making a loud
ticking sound, but everyone seems to be ignoring it.

37 A collapsed building.

39 A broken spear adorned with feathers.
40 A small pouch that jingles when it is picked up.
41 Mimes in creepy masks dance down the street
begging from the passers-by and the shops without
saying a word.
42 A cow moos loudly in distress from atop a three-story
building.
43 A gang of ruffians is assaulting someone in an alley.
44 A terrified adventurer runs up to you an offers to sell
you something magical for only 10 gold, but you must
decide quickly.
45 An Arcanolth suddenly appears in a burst of energy
with a large book open on a stand. It looks around and
then points at someone who disappears.
46 A group of goblin children huddle in the mouth of an
alleyway, begging for food and trying to avoid being
attacked by passers-by.
47 A dwarf, accompanied by a tiger wearing armour, stroll
along. The dwarf is whistling a jaunty tune.
48 Religious zealots carrying a large banner march along
chanting blasphemous hymns.
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49 A dead fish covered with maggots.

78 A beautiful woman approaches a PC and embraces
them tightly saying "I missed you so much!"

50 An Arakocra (bird person) with one wounded wing.
51 A caged wagon holding a juvenile dragon trundles
past under heavy guard.

79 The mayor (or other high city official) stands on a
stage giving a speech about cracking down on crime
and then points at the party and shouts "like them!"

52 A hot air balloon sails overhead dropping leaflets for
the opening of a new night club and casino.

80 Knights on horseback slowly make their way down the
street yelling at anyone who doesn't give way.

53 Small park with a pillar on which a puzzle is inscribed.
A sign reads "The King's Quandary. Solve it to rule!"

81 A team of goblin's loads a cart with large, heavy
barrels while a human with a whip watches them.

54 A gnarled old woman with a big warty nose carrying a
cat under one arm, and a broom under the other.

82 A swarm of rats rushes out of an open shop door and
streams into a nearby sewer.

55 A person in a colourful frock coat and big hat in front
of an equally garish wagon with a sign that reads
"Professor Maggump's Magical Fire Brew".

83 The road suddenly buckles and cracks, causing
everyone to fall prone.

56 A discarded book about demons with some pages
torn out of the middle.
57 A bugbear in an apron sells wild boar meat from a cart.
58 A bar called "Cambion's Kiss"
59 People start screaming as a cluster of new born giant
spiders scuttle out from under a nearby porch.
60 A person on stilts strides confidently by.
61 A construction site of automatons working to erect a
building.
62 A wet envelope with a wax seal. The ink of the address
has run and become illegible.
63 A woman in monk's robes with a shaved head and
many tattoos stands nearby, scanning the crowds.
64 Children run past kicking a ball. One of them trips and
scrapes their knee.
65 A five-story stone building with no doors or windows.
An iron stair case blocked by a simple chain winds up
to the roof.
66 A half-orc with bright, pink hair and a colourful apron
sells candied apples from a small cart.
67 A drow elf with a hood over their head is being led by
two humanoids dressed as guards.
68 A gnome in a suit is giving a presentation about timeshare cottages.
69 A brothel strung with glowing red orbs, called "The
Up and Down".
70 A dwarf sits at a small table with two mugs and a keg.
He challenges passers-by to a drinking contest.
71 A farmer and farm hands driving cattle to the market.
72 Street cleaners are removing body parts from a
clogged sewer drain in the road.
73 Old furniture piled at the curb, all covered in slime.
74 Three drunk half-orcs sway arm in arm down the
street singing battle songs.
75 A sad woman holding a ragged doll sits in the road
refusing to move for anyone or anything.
76 A portly gnome is rich, garish clothes wanders along
the road smiling and tossing silver and gold coins to
people as he passes.
77 With a roar, a sinkhole suddenly opens in the street,
swallowing pedestrians, and an apple cart.

84 The grand opening ceremony of a new potion store is
accompanied by the release of hundreds of doves.
85 A man and woman are handing out samples of very
smelly cheese, but no one seems interested.
86 A dagger flies out of a dark alley, hitting the wall of
the building next to a PC.
87 A large, stone harp falls from a hoist that is
attempting to move it to the second story of a
building.
88 A monstrous humanoid is strapped to a cart beig
driven down the road by four people in black hoods
and robes.
89 A broken sword lies on the ground.
90 A path of flower petals leads from the street into a
nearby open shop door.
91 The clanging from within a nearby smithy is suddenly
interrupted by an explosion that sends debris flying
into the street.
92 A humanoid walks by whistling, carring a glass box full
of snakes.
93 Two people are arguing over the cost of a "magic
stone" one is trying to sell to the other.
94 Down a side street you see a large fishing boat lying in
the road while an old man sits dejectedly next to it.
95 A humanoid vomiting.
96 A town crier rings a bell and yells "Oyez Oyez! The
Masked Maurader has been caught and will be hung at
dawn!"
97 A fancy, gold-trimmed carriage pulled by four white
horses in decorated harnesses travels slowly along
while someone wearing a mask peeks out from inside.
98 A cart selling hot petzels.
99 Broken teeth and a puddle of blood.
00 A dragon passes overhead with a roar!
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